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•  SNe-Ia as tracers of world models 

•  Cosmology Project vs. High-z Team 

•  Conclusions 

•  Very short survey on observational 
  Cosmology    



1914. Vesto Slipher: radial velocity measurements of 14 “nebulae” 
 (Preliminary report: meeting of the AAS in Eveston 1914) 
 
In the same yrs Hertzsprung wrote: 
     “My hearty congratulations to your beautiful discovery of the great radial velocity of 

some spiral nebulae. It seems to me that with this discovery the great question if the 
spirals belong to the system of the MW or not is answered with great certainty….”  
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Sitter’s Universe,  it does. 
 ”If… continued observation should confirm the fact that the spiral   

nebulae have systematically positive radial velocities, this would 
certainly be an indication to adopt the hypothesis B (de Sitter 
Universe) in preference to A (Einstein-Universe)….. “   
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•! 1920 Curtis-Shapley debate 

 

•! 1922 Slipher obtained radial velocities for 41 galaxies and hints for 
the existence of a velocity-distance relationship 

•! 1922 Friedman solved Einstein equations with expansion 

 
 

1920: The turning point 

1920 Curtis-Shapley debate

1922 Slipher obtained radial velocities for 41 galaxies and hints for 
the velocity-distance relationship

galaxies
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!

September 18, 1922: Einstein publishes a comment on Friedman's paper: 
result ``seems suspect to me'‘…. ``solutions do not appear compatible''!

May 31, 1923: Einstein retracts his criticism: ``My objection rested on a 
calculational error.''!

!

1922 Friedman solved Einstein 

1922 Slipher obtained radial velocities
the existence
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The              Diagram 



Measuring the Expansion Rate of the 
Universe is EASY 

All it takes is to measure velocities 
and distances and  

     to plot one against the other… 





Cosmological Tests leading to qo 

1.  Hubble Diagram 
2.  Galaxy counts-magnitude 
3.  The angular diameters - z relation 
4.  Age of the oldest objects 
 



The amount of matter/energy in the 
universe determines the rate at which the 
expansion of the universe is decelerated by 
the gravitational attraction of its contents, 
and thus its future state: whether it will 
expand forever or collapse into a future Big 
Crunch. 

qo = ½ ΩM- ΩΛ 





Hubble & 
Humason (1931) 





In the low red-shift limit (cz=Hox d) 

(m-M) = 5 x lg d - 5  

m = 5 x lg cz +25 – 5 x lg Ho + M 

Hubble & 
Humason (1931) 
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The Hubble Diagram at high z 
  

  

For an object of known absolute 
magnitude M, the measurement of the 
apparent  magnitude m at a given z is 
sensitive to the universal parameters, 
through the luminosity distance: 
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Standard Candles 

A population of unevolving sources, 
having a fixed intrinsic luminosity at 

all redshifts 



Pioneering Hubble diagrams (Sandage et al. 1976) 
provided formal values of qo=1±0.5. These 
measurements (based on galaxies luminosity) 
cannot be trusted because of the stellar 
population evolution and merging. 

The evolution destroys the concept 
of standard candle (which is 
independent of age) 



The problem is to find a class 
of objects as bright as a 
galaxy but whose properties 
do not evolve with redshift 

TYPE Ia SUPERNOVAE! 



 Supernova types:  

•  SNeI-a in all Hubble type galaxies 
(Pop II or Disk) 

•  SNeII and SNeI-b/c only in spirals  
   (extreme Pop II) 



  

Type Ia 
Supernova 

CO White Dwarf 
at Chandrasekhar 
limit 

Thermonukleare Supernovae 
Das “Standartmodel” 



Two scenarios for type Ia 
•  Double degenarate: where two C-O WDs in a 

binary systems make coalescence as result of 
the lost of orbital energy for GWs 

   (Webbink 1984; Iben & Tutukov 1984) 

•  Single Degenerate (Whelan & Iben 1973, Nomoto 1982) 
Cataclysmic-like systems:  

   RNe (WD+giant, WD+He)  

   Symbiotic systems (WD+Mira or red giant) 

   Supersoft X-ray Sources (WD+MS star) 





Barbon, Ciatti & Rosino 1974 







Phillips et al. 1999 



 
After correction for 
light-curve shape, 
supernovae become 
calibrated  candles 

with ~0.15 magnitude 
dispersion. 
 



Hamuy 1996 









Friendly competition: 
Brian Schmidt and Saul Perlmutter  

at 1999 Aspen Workshop 







Supernova Contest 
Find the SN! 



Computer software that subtracts the images facilitates the process of 
locating supernova.  





Perlmutter et al. 1997 
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Schmidt et al. 1998 

Perlmutter et al. 1999 

Riess et al. 2001 

Tonry et al. 2003 

Knopp et al. 2003 

Riess et al. 2004 

Astier et al. 2006 

……..and more 



Spectroscopy 
of SN 1997ap 
at z = 0.83 







Perlmutter  et al. (Nature 1998) 
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ΩM=0.3 ΩΛ =0.7	


State of the game in 1999 







SN 1997ff 
 



Riess et 
al. 2001 





z=1.3 

GOODS Second Higher-z SN Ia, Thoth 

Keck  

VLT 

red, elliptical 
host Keck  Keck  Keck

VLT 

Epoch 3 Epoch 2 3-2 Epoch 3 Epoch 2 3-2 Images 
 
 
Subtractions 

discovery 





Tonry et al. 2003 
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The two teams consistently found that SNIa  
at redshifts z ~ 0.5 appear dimmer  than  
expected  by ~0.25 magnitudes. z ~ 0.5 is the  
transition epoch between acceleration and  
deceleration. 
 
 
This suggests (after assuming a flat universe)  
that the  expansion of the  Universe is  
accelerating,  propelled by dark energy , with  
!" ~ 0.73 and !M ~ 0.23. 
  

Conclusions 



Matter in the Universe   

? 
 ~ 15% Ordinary Matter ( proton, neutron, … ) 

 Dark 
Matter 

Ω M = 0.27 



    Matter and Dark Energy in The Universe 

? 

 Ordinary Matter : proton, neutron, electron 

< 4 % (Visible) 

? 
Ω Λ =  0.73  

Ω Μ =  0.27  

 Ω Tot = 1 

? 



We are in the dark... 





Three possibilities according the 
range of variability of w 

•      w > -1/3              No cosmic acceleration ⇔ no good 
•   -1/3< w <-1          “Quintessence” 
•      w = -1                Cosmological constant 
•     w < -1                 Phantom Energy 

Time-dependent effects 

This idea was 
originally proposed by 
the Soviet cosmologist 

M.P.Bronstein as a 
decaying Λ	


Bronstein was executed  
on Stalin’s order in 1938 
presumably for reasons 

not directly related 
to the decaying Λ	


the DE density  is ρDE ~ a -3(1+w)   & p(z) = wρ(z)	


e.g. w=0 à p=0 à ρDE ~ a -3 à matter 





Dark Energy Equation of State 
Current Limit on Dark Energy:  

w < -0.7 

2dF prior 

Tonry et. al. 2003  

Spergel et. al. 2003 



flat 

Kowalski et al. 2008 

Once we combine SN data with external  
flat- Universe constraints (WMAP), we find  
w= -1.02 (w <- 0.76 at the 95% confidence  
Level) and w’=0, both implies DE=cosmological  
constant. 



• It was advocated by Einstein to 
construct a static universe, 
and discarded  after the discovery of 
the expansion 
• It was revived by Hoyle, Bondi and 
Gold to solve an age crisis,   
later resolved by a smaller Hubble constant 

• It was put forth to explain the abundance  
of Quasar at z about 2 
now know to be due to evolution 

Against Λo 

It is about 120 orders of magnitude 
smaller than expected from quantum 
gravity 



A favore…….. 
 
…sia ben chiaro, a me la teoria che l’Universo, 

dopo aver raggiunto un estremo di 
rarefazione, tornerà a condensarsi, e che 
quindi ci toccherà di ritrovarci in quel punto 
per poi ricominciare, non mi ha mai 
persuaso. Eppure tanti di noi non fan conto 
che su quello, continuano a far progetti per 
quando si sarà di nuovo tutti lì. 

                                                               Italo Calvino 
    




